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OUTCOMES

President’s thoughts
Dear readers,
2019 has been a challenging and successful year for
Carbiolice. Work and projects focused on developing Evanesto
for its commercialization while making our innovation known
to everyone within the plastic value chain. All teams work
has shown great results, and was awarded with the 2019
SME Awards Most innovative European Biotech company,
by EuropaBio. This recognition shows how Evanesto and
Carbiolice embody concrete solutions to environmental issues
such as plastic pollution.

2020 will be an exciting year for Carbiolice, with the
commercial launch of Evanesto. We hope to accompany
many companies in their project to switch to fully
compostable plastic !

Get to know us !
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Our latest news

Discover Evanesto

500 billion
of plastic cups are thrown away every year
in the world. Turning cups into compostable
products could be a first step in the
objective of reducing our single-use plastics
impact on the environment !

Come and meet us !
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of the production team was to finalize
Evanesto’s process and prepare for
industrial runs.

More details

Our industrial line has been revamped
and adapted to start Evanesto scale-up.

This project went well and all these changes
enabled the R&D team to implement its
trials and tests in time for the scale-up.

You want to stay up-to-date
with our newest topics ?

Then join our community on LinkedIn !
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